Let X, y be topological spaces. The multifunction (/, x) ->/JC on γ m χ x x to y, or any restriction, will be denoted by the symbol ω. Let F C Y mX . A topology r on F is said to be jointly continuous if ω: (F, T) x X --> y is continuous [8, p. 48] Proof Let F denote the τ p -closure of F in T and let ω:
The application of this theorem to τ c depends on the following generalization to multifunctions of Lemma 1 of R. H. Fox [3, p. 430 There is a neighbourhood V of JC 0 such that VxK Cf-(U).
Let JCGV, Then, for all y E X,/(jc)y Π Ijy 0, so f(x) E M, that is, x E ΓW), and we have shown that f'\M) is open in X 4. Even continuity. Let X, Y be topological spaces and let F C y wX . Following [6] , we say that F is evenly continuous if, for each The following result, which generalizes the Ascoli theorem of Lin and Rose [6, p. 746] , contains also the Weston Ascoli theorem [11, p. 20 ]: 5. REMARKS. The Lin-Rose Ascoli theorem [6, p. 746] , depends, apart from Lemma 3.1 of [6] , on the Tychonoff theorem of Lin [5, p. 400] . Consequently, the Corollary 4.4 can be proved by the Lin-Rose argument, using the Tychonoff theorems of [2] . We will prove the converse implication: Let {Y x } xS χ be a family of compact spaces. We will deduce from Corollary 4.
We may suppose the Y x disjoint. Assign to X the discrete topology and let Y= U x€ ΞX Y x have the sum topology. We have FC(y wX ) 0 and, since X is discrete, F is evenly continuous [6, p. 743 We prove similarly the same implication for F = (P{Y X : x G X})χ.
